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Language policy in Mongolia 
Языковая политика в Монголии. В статье рассматривается языковая ситуация и языковая полити-

ка в Монголии. Автор рассматривает специфику языкового законодательства Монголии последних лет, 
анализирует языковые проблемы страны.  

 
It is considered that, research on Mongolian linguistics and communication culture had started from 1930s 

in the twentieth century. Since that time, the scholars have paid special attention on Mongolian literary language, 
norms and requirements of literary language [10, pp.110]. For instance, serial articles themed «Articles to Improve 
Mongolian Language and Writing System». 

In the introduction of the first book of serial articles themed «Articles to improve Mongolian language and 
writing», it is stated that linguistics is new term; this term was based on term as economy that was renowned 
among the people since the people’s revolution. Meaning of this term is systematic research on language devel-
opment, evolution and change of language and management on language development. But, some people consider 
that language must be independent from politics. Thus language must be developed, changed by its development 
principle but not by the people’s decision. This view is wrong not so appropriate. The science of language studies 
grammar and development way of the language. As a result of this linguistic research, it may monitor, correct and 
manage language development. Taking into consideration on modern Mongolian language, we must revise, im-
prove and pay special attention on literature, stylistics, translation, terms and glossaries. There are several prob-
lems in modern Mongolians. Thus, we must manage, direct and orient and research on language evolution and 
development [5, pp. 3-4]. 

Onkhod Jamiyan Gunten wrote book «Note of Nonsense Words for Long Day» in 1925, he stated signifi-
cance and importance of Mongolian language and writing that «our Mongolian country is very much attempting to 
develop science and culture, is sending young skillful children and youth to foreign linguistics universities and 
schools, I am very glad for this development. The most important thing for us is that we should know Mongolian 
old script and language. The reason is that without Mongolian literary language, our people will be defamed by 
foreign people due the lack of native script knowledge although foreign linguistics sector was developed more 
than that of Mongolia. According to an old proverb, before walking one hundred steps, the walker must know 
meaning of one step. Our people should remind this proverb» [2, pp. 18]. His statement is sincere warning and 
teaching of our old scholars and linguist for new generation. 

As A.Amar, the prime minister of Mongolia (1886-1939) stated, language and vocabulary develop at the 
same time when culture, education and business-develop. So, Mongolian, language and script development de-
pends on modern social development. If our Mongolians ignore and disregard our independent culture, mother 
language. Our few Mongolians will be attracted to languages and script of invasive countries such as China, be-
come their slaves and will eternally live under their oppression. Developing mother language and scripts is very 
important and significant basis of our independence and sovereignty [1]. Mongolian people have created and 
composed grammar and encyclopedia many times related to social development, changed alphabet and scripts 
many times. 

The Constitution of Mongolia was officially approved on January 13, 1992. In the article 8 of the Constitu-
tion, it states and declares «Mongolian language is an official language of the state» [4, pp. 5]. In addition, the 
constitution of Mongolia states that Article 8.2 that Section 1 of this Article shall not affect the right of national 
minorities of other tongues to use their native languages in education and communication and in the pursuit of 
cultural, artistic and scientific activities [4, pp. 5]. 

In order to fully implement article in the practice that «Mongolian language is an official language of the 
state», the parliament of Mongolia officially adopted a Law of official language of the state [9, pp. 4] on May 15, 
2003. Main objective of a law of official language of the state is to regulate relations to manage state affairs, for-
mal and official service using Mongolian language and ensure independence and sovereignty of Mongolia. 

Chapter two of the law of official language of the state precisely states use of state official language. 
Here in: 

1. State official affairs and training shall be held in Mongolian language. 
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2. Names and addresses of cities, settlements, streets, square and governmental organizations shall be 
written in state official language. These names may be written in English together with Mongolian names. 

3. Education and training of all levels shall be held in official language of the state. This article is not 
applicable to training and education organizations that carry out vocational and professional training in foreign 
language [9, pp. 5]. 

Article 3.1.4.1 of «A Conception of National Security» adopted by Order No: 48 of the parliament of Mon-
golia dated July 15, 2010 specifies that the state and government shall support protection, development and re-
search of Mongolian history, language, culture, religion and tradition and promote books, textbooks and artworks 
of movies and protect and develop tangible and intangible heritages, whereas article 3.3.3.5 of the concept speci-
fies that state official language shall be regulated and managed in Mongolian language in territory of Mongolia. 

The people criticized «Law of official language of the state» that there is the people‘s language but no state 
language. In the session of parliament of Mongolia dated February 12, 2015, law of Mongolian language was 
adopted. Article 5 of this law construed main basic principles «Mongolian language is valuable heritage of intel-
lectual culture, original ground and basis of national civilization and guarantee of national independence, sover-
eignty and security. A responsibility of the state is to obtain, use, protect and develop Mongolian language and 
letter, process concerning policy». 

Article 21 of Mongolian language states «National Council of Language Policy with main duty to protect 
and develop Mongolian language under auspice of the president of Mongolia shall work». Therefore, supreme 
monitoring on modern Mongolian language is National Council of Language Policy. 

Article 22 of Mongolian language states «in the structure of Mongolian Academy of Sciences, there shall 
be an Institute of Mongolian Linguistics to study Mongolian language, its use and development, norm and vo-
cabulary. 

Kh.Battulga, the President of Mongolia made a decree on August 25, 2017, ordered to officially celebrate 
the first day of September every year as a day of Mother Language by all citizens, households, governmental and 
non-governmental organizations, legal entities, all education and training organizations of Mongolia and advertis-
ing, presenting and disseminating mother language and introduce information about mother language, history, 
literature, tradition, custom and heritage through the mass media in nationwide. 

Session of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) dated No-
vember 17, 1999 declared the 21st day of February every year as «International Mother Language Day» and began 
to celebrate from 2000. UNESCO declared year 2019 as International Year of Indigenous Languages and it was 
very important measure in connection with that indigenous language became very important matter to indicate 
development of education, sciences, technology, civilization and place in society in intensive development of 
globalization, settlement and urbanization. According to official registration of UN, there are about 370 million 
indigenous people and 5000 different cultures in 90 countries. 

UNESCO is paying special attention and attempt to support multilingual system. Especially, as a result of 
education system, all people must obtain three levels of language such as mother language, national language and 
communication language. All countries must support cultural diversity and independency of the world languages 
by developing international cultural relations and mutual understanding. In connection with celebrating Interna-
tional mother language day, I am calling for processing and developing national and regional language strategy to 
create good conditions of the world languages [7]. According to English statement of the declaration, the world 
languages were divided in to three levels such as mother tongue, first language, national language and language of 
instruction. 

According to the research of year 2010, there are 10450203 people speaking in Mongolian language. 
2754685 people of them are in Mongolia, 647747 are in Russian Federation, 7047771 are in the People‘s Republic 
of China [6, pp. 112]. As of October 29, 2018, population of Mongolia reached 3225889. 

Our country began to celebrate International Mother Language Day from the first year of new millennium. 
Especially, it may state scientific conference as «Mother language and globalization» in 2001, «Stylistics of public 
media and press» in 2002, «Advertisement is important part of the city» in 2004, «Issues of language policies to 
be implemented by the state» in 2005, «Let us prefer mother language in 2006» and «Globalization, language pol-
icy and public media» in 2007, in all meetings, it processed and adopted recommendation. Implementation of 
these recommendations and appeals in real practice is not certain. The decision makers should pay special atten-
tion on implementation and language policy adopted by previous year. 

All independent countries have state language policy development; its main principle is being implemented 
for all time. In other words, all governments and states must follow and implement language policy. Main princi-
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ple of language policy is that mother language is the evidence of independence and sovereignty of all nations. 
Why is language so important? Thinking, spiritual heritages, literature, daily life of all nations are expressed by 
language. Although a person may have various clothes, work, business and foreign language and, be citizen of 
different country, they are distinguished by mother language and ethnicity. Therefore, nationality and mother lan-
guage is joint understanding and two sides of same thing [11, pp. 13]. All Mongolian people should protect and 
use Mongolian language appropriately [8, pp. 22] and heir Mongolian thinking and tradition to new generation. 

In my consideration, our country needs language policy like drinking water and breathing air. Language 
policy is a very important issue applicable to all people and organizations using and speaking in such language. 
Because language is a way and method of communication, language is bridge between the state and people. State 
policy is implemented and delivered to the people through the language. If state tends from passive position or 
voluntary observer’s position, state policy has not good result [3, pp. 564]. 

The linguists know that a language is not passive and closed thing but it is result of impact of social devel-
opment mutual relationship and communication. Language enriches history, language records history. Vocabulary 
is composed of native words and foreign words. The world countries co-exist and national and world development 
mutually influences each other. Multilingual concept is originated from mother language. Communication within 
families is related to social communication in education, business, media, press, politics, religion, court, admin-
istration based on language. Therefore, all people should use language in social relations adhering the language 
norms and standards. 
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